In this paper, special schema has been proposed for long message transmission which has been encrypted in efficient manner that is called (parallel multi-resolution like) encryption approach, that means multiple levels or sub-image represented in a matrix contains data of long message, each level of this matrix related with classical encryption methods with a secret keys that generated by (Diffie-Hellman) key exchange protocol that utilized in our cryptosystem. The statistical analysis that applied on encrypted data indicates that cipher text passed in each statistical test. Moreover, this cryptosystem removed an important problem which is (Man in the middle attack) in that protocol and (Brute force attack). Then efficiency of data transfer security has been increased when using the hash function (SHA256) and separating number of characters, the proposed method has improved the mechanism of protocol (D-H), making it possible to send long messages more confidentially. messages, and offer security within random oracle model, in an ID-based public-key cryptosystems, like IP address, ID number, E-mail address, a trusted third-party key generation This system contains a form of matrix (n*n) which is divided into three levels, each level contains four parts or quarters. Then a long text message inserted into this matrix and each letter is distributed in each pixel of it, then each quarter is colored into four different colors, which related with four classical encryption methods (shift cipher, multiply cipher, vignner cipher and permutation). Then the secret keys that generated by (Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol) has been divided to two types (letters and numbers) according to (classical encryption techniques) and then distributed by keys distributed button in each field of that methods, each one in it level (Lv1, Lv2 and Lv3). This is described in algorithm 2. Algorithm 2: Algorithm of Multi-resolution Like in Matrix Input: Generator number (g), prime number (p), Privet key for Alice (a) < P, Privet key for Bob (b) <P, Size of matrix (number), insert text (" ").
security, in order to prevent breaking the code by confusion and diffusion or to find information through statistical analysis of the data [1].
Authenticated key exchange is one of the more subtle goals in cryptography, later applying the paradigms or algorithms of modern cryptography to see how to define this goal and provide high-assurance solutions, including Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol [1].
In this protocol (Whitfield Diffie and Martin Edward Hellman1976) [2] identified concepts for two parties (a two-key cryptosystem) instead of a single key to settle over shared secret in a manner that the secret is going to be inaccessible by an eaves dropper, where this protocol considered as a combination of public and private key cryptographic to generate these secret key. A secret key will be shared by Bob and Alice in symmetric cipher; however, the problem is the insecurity of their way of communication.
The initial step is that protocol, Bob and Alice should agree upon non-zero integer G and prime P. The values of G and P will be a public knowledge by Bob and Alice, for example, in the next step Alice is going to select (a) secret integer that will not be revealed, also an integer (b) will be selected by Bob and it will also be kept secret.
In 2005, Yang et al. [3] Suggested secure authentication system for the protocol of session initiation depending on D-H protocol; in their procedure, four modular exponentiations are computed for the server and user, and ten amounts of transmitted data.
Then in 2010 (Han et al.) [4] Proposed "parallel multi-receiver scheme framework" such system introduced a new paradigm which is referred to as the parallel multi-recipient signcryption that improves the performance in the case when the sender transmits distinct message to multiplerecipients in an imbalanced wireless network. Parallel multi-recipient signcryption system which is referred to as Para SC-GDH is also suggested which is semantically secure.
(JIQIANG LIU et al.) In 2011 [5] Devised "An Identity Based Cryptosystem for encryption long messages", they give first identity-based cryptosystems for the encryption of long center (PKG) is used to assign the private key.
At 2013, (ZHANG Minqing et al.) [6] proposed "Secure group communication based on distributed parallel ID-based proxy Re-encryption" A distributed parallel proxy re-encryption system for parallel multi-receivers in the wireless environment, and implemented public-key certificate encryption system for solving the secure multicast problem, it is considered as an extremely effective system which allows a proxy to transform the cipher text computed under sender's identity into the one which may be decrypted by receiver with its own secret key, while the semi-trusted proxy can't decrypt the cipher text message.
Background

A. Multi-Resolutions
A method of representing the load data in multiple resolutions may be found in, whereas this method has described the way of splitting the load data in multiple resolutions, which raises a question concerning proper key generation and managements. And it is an approach analysis offers a simple, unified, and theoretically resolution to dealing with data problems [7 and 8] .
So, its clusters of data at different scales resolution, adds additional flexibility and control for the user [9 and 10].
B. Diffie -Hellman key exchange protocol [11]
The D-H protocol named according to Whitfield Diffie and Martin E. Hellman, who in 1976 proposed this protocol in their work and the need for a secure channel was to perform the public key distribution. This protocol was proposed as a method for public key distribution to be distributed using a previously secured channel. Depending on the public key cryptography, this protocol used the discrete logarithm problem as a base.
For establishing a shared secret with the use of a non-secured channel, the parties exchange their public keys and combine the other party's public key with their own private key in an exponentiation manner and following the multiplicative group's fashion.
As described by Diffie and Hellman in their work; this protocol is illustrated as follows:
Assume that Alice selects a random number X A (PRIVET KEY FOR ALICE) in the interval 0 < X A < , where X A keeps secret and calculating.
=
(1)
The previous calculation = public key for ALICE is sent to Bob. Now, assume that Bob selects a random number (private key for BOB) in the interval 0 < X B < , where X B keeps secret and calculates:
The previous calculation = public key for bobis sent to Alice.
When Alice and Bob want to communicate, they use the following calculation exchange key 
Alice Bob
Privet key Privet key
Public key Public key = mod = mod mod p = mod =́ Y B X A mod p = g X A X B mod p = Y A X B =́mod p g X A X B mod p=k = ḱ , where k and ḱ are shared secret This proposed cryptosystem has been selected (SHA-256) form SHA-2 family, for use in encrypt secret keys that generated in Diffie-Hellman protocol which is take input that has a length of less than 264 and produces a 256-bit hash value, It has a block size of 512 bits which are represented as a sequence of sixteen 32-bit words, and this function gives to the algorithm more efficiency because the most features of the basic components in SHA-2 (SHA256) provide a better security level than other hash function [14] .
D. Statistical Test [15]
These five tests are commonly used for determining whether the binary sequences possess some specific characteristics that a truly random sequence is likely to exhibit, as illustrated in computing the public keys that has been exchanged between two parties (sender Alice and receiver Bob) to compute secret keys which is used for encrypting the plain text of long messages that exits in colored matrix after inserting (hash function (Sha256)) in to this key, as in algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Hashed Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange Protocol
Input: Generator number (g), prime number (p), Privet key for Alice (a) < P, Privet key for Bob (b) < P.
Output: Secret keys with it hash code.
Begin
Step 1: Initialization
Step 1.1: A secret random number is selected by each user, this secret number is called secret key, such that 1 < private key (a, b) < p.
Step 1.2: Compute the public key (X) for user1 (Alice) as, the public key (X) = ( )ª .
Step 1.3: Calculate the public key (Y) for user2 (Bob)as, the public key (Y)= ( )ᵇ .
Step 1.4: Exchange key (X send to Bob, Y send to Alice) Send to receiverthrough a public channel.
Step 1.5: Compute secret key (Sk1) for Alice as: public key ( ) ª .
Step 1.6: Compute secret key (Sk2) for Bob as: public key ( ) ᵇ .
Step 1.7: Compute secret key2 (Ska) for Alice = ( 1) ª .
Step 1.8: Compute secret key2 (Skb) for Bob = ( 2) ᵇ .
Step 1.9: Compute secret key3 (Sca) for Alice = ( ) ª .
Step 1.10: Compute secret key3 (Scb) for Bob = ( ) ᵇ .
Step1.11: Compute hash function for Secret key (Sca): using (SHA256 ShaHash = SHA256.Create ())
Step 1.12: Compute hash function for Secret key (Scb): using (SHA256 ShaHash = SHA256.Create ())
End.
Block diagram of the proposed system is shown in figure 3 . d. Encryption the plain text in each levels of the matrix by classical encryption methods with these keys, when each left quarter encrypted for twice by a same way, also divided in to four part colored with different colors too, then results encrypted matrix that contain cipher long message which is presented in figure 6 bellow: 
B. Tests
After Implementation, must be analyzed this data which means make testing cipher text 
Discussion
We notice that is Man in the Middle attack has been removed. That's where the voyeur person even if he obtains the private and public key, can't get all four secret keys, thus he will not know the technique that used for generating other keys from secret key, so for the presence of hash function according to the one-way specialty of this function, It adds complexity to the algorithm because most of the key component features in SHA-2 (SHA256) provide better security than other hash functions, and a non-inverse function that led to the attacker can't retrieve original key value .
In the case of breaking the function by trying all possible keys (Brute force attack), the four keys generated strengthens the numbers for the characters before the start of encryption. And the use of the four classic encryption methods which includes (shift cipher, Vigen`ere cipher, permutation, multiply cipher), although preliminary and distributed on three levels within the matrix, making the possibility of breaking the encrypted text more difficult, only by knowing those methods or classical encryption techniques. 
Conclusion
The proposed system has applied a solid approach for exchanging keys in (D-H) protocol and its algorithm is efficient and reliable because of the required processing at the same time by texts encryption has been done wherever the computational time for the proposed cryptosystem is acceptable when takes a few milliseconds as actual execution time for encrypt & decrypt messages reached to (5 milliseconds). Table 2 with figure 8 Demonstrates how powerful the system is in preventing blade breakage, which can use more robust methods in the future.
